Global CEO
FAIRTRADE INTERNATIONAL

Introduction
Fairtrade International works to share the benefits of trade more equally – through standards,
certification, producer support, programmes and advocacy. Founded in 1997, Fairtrade International
is a non-profit, multi-stakeholder association of 22 member organizations – three producer networks
and 19 national Fairtrade organizations. About 70 staff members are employed at our Central Office
in Bonn, Germany.
Fairtrade International coordinates activities for its member organizations and owns the FAIRTRADE
Mark, a registered trademark of Fairtrade that appears on more than 30,000 products. Behind the
famous Fairtrade label is one of the largest and most diverse global movements for change, working
with 1.7 million farmers and workers, as well as a global grassroots supporter base of more than 2000
Fair Trade Towns in 28 countries, and countless schools, universities and faith groups.
We provide an essential safety net for producers by setting minimum prices for all major
commodities, while the unique Fairtrade Premium provides additional funds for farmers and workers
to invest as they see fit. Since 2014, Fairtrade producers and farmers have received over €791 million
in premium money. Fairtrade believes the best way to eliminate poverty is to pay farmers a fair price
for their produce and workers a fair wage for their labour. We put fair prices first because farmers
and workers in developing countries deserve a decent income and decent work.
We are the only global sustainability standard which is equally owned and managed by producers,
for producers. Our standards are an essential development tool which go way beyond certification.
Fairtrade is helping to deliver the Sustainable Development Goals and the overarching goal, to end
poverty in all its forms everywhere, is central to Fairtrade. The SDG’s also underpin our support for
women to set up their own businesses and become entrepreneurs and community leaders, and for
work to tackle the impacts of climate change.
Over the last two years our members and stakeholders have helped create an ambitious global
strategy to build on Fairtrade’s legacy and ensure that we are relevant and impactful in the coming
years. This strategy commits us to new ways of working and we are seeking a global CEO who can
lead this process of change in its critical first two years. (See Pillars of Strategy document page 7).
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TITLE 			
DIVISION/TEAM
LOCATION 		
			

REPORTS TO		
KEY RELATIONSHIPS
			
			
			
			

Global CEO.
Governance.
The base of operations is flexible but the role is international and will require
frequent travel (once Covid-19 restrictions have eased).
Chair of the Board of Fairtrade International.
Another senior leadership role, the Executive Director Fairtrade 		
International, will work alongside the Global CEO and report directly
to the FI Board on matters within their remit but some aspects of 		
oversight and performance management of their work will remain with
the Global CEO.

OBJECTIVE/PURPOSE
The Global CEO is responsible for maintaining alignment of the movement around the agreed
global strategy and ensuring a focus on delivery of the workplans that support it. They will also
be Fairtrade’s principal global spokesperson and ensure high-level representation to international
institutions, the media and business and development forums.
The Global CEO will work closely with the FI Executive Director to develop a ‘team of peers’
leadership arrangement. This requires the capacity and commitment to model a collaborative way
of working that also delivers on Fairtrade’s strategy. There is a clear intent that the two roles are
complementary roles with equal status in the system, and precise reporting arrangements will be
developed through experience and learning.
Our global strategy requires all our members to work collaboratively and take collective responsibility
for its delivery. The Global CEO will provide leadership and support for this process, for example
establishing Centres of Excellence for important thematic programmes and Key Account Hubs to
manage relationships with global business partners, and by modelling a collaborative partnership
with the Executive Director.
The Global CEO is accountable to the Board for the above, reporting to its quarterly meetings and
more frequently to the Chair and Board Chair Advisory Committee. They are also accountable to the
Board ensuring the members of the FI ‘system’ understand their global responsibilities with respect to
the implementation of the five year strategy and the Fairtrade Organization Code.
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MAIN DELIVERABLES
•
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Provide direction and support to the Fairtrade Executive Team, ensuring that it achieves its
objectives including --

Identification of Key Account Hubs and Centres of Excellence and defining the process to
appoint them.

--

Confirm the financial viability of the strategy and agree prioritization of workstreams.

--

Oversee consistent communication of the strategy by all members.

--

Plan and start implementation of the development of a new “social contract” for the Fairtrade
system and the global change processes that will support it.

•

Convene the CEO Forums and ensure proper planning, facilitation and organization to enable
these to be productive.

•

Maintain oversight of --

Best management of producer certifications in cocoa and coffee - to maximise impact. This
will require excellent communications to stakeholders and regular reports to the Board on
progress, impact, risks and corrective actions.

--

The work of the NAPP (Network of Asia & Pacific Producers) Task Force, ensuring it receives
the support and assistance required from the Governance and Legal Teams.

--

Safeguarding and protection triggers across FI system.

•

Support the FI Board to ensure that the FI system fulfils its statutory and legal obligations

•

Ensure that there is a robust partnership strategy while developing and maintaining effective and
strategic partnerships with the global movement and other stakeholders.

•

Ensure that the governance workplan is implemented with effective meetings of the Board and its
Committees, and that the deliverables from General Assemblies are achieved.

•

Encourage and facilitate discussions about the long-term vision for the movement, recognising
the aspiration to boost our global presence and improve diversity, inclusion, and the role of the
Producer Networks.

PERSON SPECIFICATION
The Global CEO will be able to demonstrate -
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--

A thorough understanding of Fairtrade’s mission and approach, as well as the structure and
culture of the Fairtrade system and its place in the sustainability and responsible business
arenas.

--

Experience of working at a similar level as a CEO or equivalent with accountability to a board
of directors.

--

Excellent influencing, negotiation and networking skills.

--

Exceptional diplomatic skills.

--

Highly thoughtful, inclusive work style and cultural sensitivity.

--

A record of driving change within complex, multi-cultural and multi-stakeholder environments
with the ability to be a leader and a facilitator as necessary.

--

Extensive experience of leading organizational transformation processes that increase
impact and efficiency while ensuring high performance of current operations.

--

Excellent inter-personal skills with the ability to listen, communicate and build relationships
with all of Fairtrade’s stakeholder constituencies and colleagues across the world.

--

The working language of Fairtrade is English. Proficiency in English is essential and fluency
in other languages in common use within our movement e.g. Spanish, French is highly
desirable.

--

The intellect, experience and personal working style that will enable them to quickly gain
credibility with key colleagues.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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•

This is a full-time executive position offered on a permanent contract.

•

Location is flexible but the role will require regular international travel, once Covid-19 restrictions
have eased.

•

Start date: as soon as possible.

STRATEGY 2025 – PILLARS

STRATEGY 2025 – PILLARS
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How To Apply
For an informal and confidential discussion, potential applicants may contact
fairtrade@minervasearch.com.
For more information please visit www.minervasearch.com/fairtrade.
To apply, please send a cover letter and CV to fairtrade@minervasearch.com.

CONTACT

Potential applicants who wish to make an informal enquiry about the position should co
Minerva as follows:
Kerry Shepherd
kerry@minervasearch.com
0203 714 3477
Helen Higgins
helen@minervasearch.com
0203 793 6311
Natalie Chapman
natalie@minervasearch.com
0203 714 0963

www.minervasearch.com
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